
In the first semester of 2021 ELONtech and IoT
Council presented you with no less than 13
separate online events which went live from
December 2020 until June 2021. Our aim is to
keep the broad digital innovation community
mobilized and informed. It is also about
sustaining the momentum in the valuable
developments on disposable identities, digital
twin, and data sovereignty.

If you missed them, you can now watch all of
them and more, on the ELONtech youtube
channel.

We are now preparing for next season’s events.
Keep an eye on ELONtech’s agenda page for
important news about what is coming up and
collaborate on the solutions.

Through those regular events, our aim is to share
credible information and mobilize all of you to
actually contribute to making policy, by raising
vital issues and ultimately collaborating towards
a common goal of European Digital Sovereignty.
We are grateful for the results, as we could tell
from the intense exchanges which took place
between these events via social media, and a
number of online meetings we had with many of
you.

As you all know, major EU policy files are
progressing with key legal texts on EU ID,
Cybersecurity, and Data Governance already
issued as European Commission proposals. The
choice of topics and speakers for past and future
events is intended to give you different and
important perspectives on these issues.

Our 2021 so farELONtech &
IoT Council 

"Self Sovereign
Identity-SSI Forum" 

Welcomes You
to the:

24th November, 2021

Book your seat to the virtual
closing event of the series of
online dialogues and salons in
collaboration with the RIAs,
bringing together leading
innovators across Europe

https://www.elontech.org/
https://www.theinternetofthings.eu/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCi5Zbp-k_qzPyNs3Q0dSxCg
https://www.elontech.org/category/our-news/
https://app.livestorm.co/made-group/2021-self-sovereign-identity-forum
https://app.livestorm.co/made-group/2021-self-sovereign-identity-forum
https://app.livestorm.co/made-group/2021-self-sovereign-identity-forum


How the programming for
the salons was developed

With the salons, our aim was to keep the
broad NGI community mobilized and
informed. It was also about sustaining the
momentum in some valuable
developments identified during the
previous year and elaborated in prior WP4
reports including topics of disposable
identities, digital twin, and data
sovereignty. Logically, NGI stakeholders and
participants to these events were keen to
be informed not only of the expected
contents of the coming EU legislations on
Data, EU ID, Cybersecurity, and Privacy but
also wanted to relay their concerns and
discuss potential promising technology
approaches. This was reflected in the
intense exchanges which took place
between these events via Twitter, the
dedicated telegram groups, and a number
of ad hoc preparatory online meetings
which took place with experts from the EU
and beyond.

The number of live participants at all 13 events
was equal to or greater than the number of
participants observed in Salons conducted in-
person in prior years. The strong engagement in
the chat section of the platform and further
contacts made spontaneously by attendees with
the organizers (RvK) after the events suggest a
strong interest and mobilization on the matters
discussed.

Furthermore, some of the videos uploaded on
youtube for the salons published a few days
afterwards, saw a doubling of the viewers'
numbers, despite no specific effort to publicize
the links and their posting on a new channel
with no pre-existing audience.



DEC 2020 - SALON: DISPOSABLE IDENTITIES & DIGITAL TWINS
@IoTSWC Barcelona Digital Summit – Goods, persons, houses, situations, and Industrial
processes all radiate data and create digital twins. These twins exist as sets of properties in
an analytic layer that is in many hands now but not really under multi-stakeholder control.
With Petros Kavassalis (UAEGAN, ELONtech), Rob Tiffany (Ericsson), Gael Blondelle (Eclipse
Foundation), and Michele Nati (IOTA). Moderator: Rob van Kr 

           NGI Forward at IOTSWC Barcelona DIGITAL SUMMIT 2020 

DEC 2020 - DIALOGUES ON IDENTITY
We explore the digital transition in Europe, trustworthy information flows, cybersecurity,
and identity. With Thibault VERBIEST (iour.org, ELONtech), Loretta ANANIA (EC), Petros
Kavassalis (UAEGAN, ELONTech) Daniel Du Soeuil, Convenor European Self Sovereign
Identity Framework (EBSI) Anubha Sinha, Senior Programme Manager at Centre for Internet
and Society, and Mantalena Kaili (ELONtech – moderator).

     Dialogues on Digital Identity: Drivers of the Digital Transition: data, identity and
cybersecurity

JAN 2021 - DIALOGUES ON DATA & POLICY - A ONE-DAY/4 SESSIONS EVENT
The seminar was the first female-only NGI.eu panel with speakers Eva Kaili MEP, Anja
Bechmann Director @AUDATALAB, Jaya Klara Brekke founding member of the Magma
Collective, a planetary think-and-do tank, currently developing peer-to-peer cloud system,
CoBox, Irene Hernández, Founder & CEO at GATACA | Digital Identities and first respondent
Primavera De Filippi, a permanent researcher at CNRS, a faculty associate at the Berkman
Klein Center for Internet & Society at Harvard University.

            NGI Forward SALON ON DATA & POLICY

ONE-DAY/4 SESSIONS EVENT
This event consisted of 4 events, a Salon and 3 parallel workshops and a Tell us page on the
Edgeryders platform. This search engine workshop explored an ambitious EU scenario in
which the NGI open-access architecture plays a positive role in opening European
opportunities in the search domain.

            NGI FORWARD SALON ON DATA&SEARCH: The future of Information and Search

Our Recent Events

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yn_Wei8m900
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qkenXunEGh4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VsdedrLFVbY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Nj14W9kG74


FEB 2021 - SALON DIGITAL SOVEREIGNTY IN EID-SOLUTIONS | PART 1
In the webinar "Digital Sovereignty in eID Solutions" we highlighted the state of
development of German and European efforts in the struggle for an interoperable digital
identity. Together with experts from science, business, and public administration, we
discussed the next milestones on the way to a European identification architecture.

     NGI Forward SALON ON DIGITAL SOVEREIGNTY IN eID-Solutions I: Self-sovereign,
Centralised, or Privatised

FEB 2021 - SALON DIGITAL SOVEREIGNTY IN EID-SOLUTIONS | PART 2
In this session, we presented perspectives from Germany, Next Generation Internet projects,
European Blockchain Partnership, and Digital Transformation Agency Australia.

    NGI Forward SALON ON DIGITAL SOVEREIGNTY IN eID-Solutions2:Self-sovereign,
Centralised or Privatised?

MAR 2021 - FORWARD SALON FOUNDATIONALS: "ON EXPLAINABILITY" WITH
BEATRICE FAZI
In this talk, M. Beatrice Fazi presented and discussed her latest philosophical work on the
issue of explainability in AI. The talk will be based on her published article: Fazi, M. Beatrice
(2020) ‘Beyond Human: Deep Learning, Explainability and Representation’, Theory, Culture &
Society.

           NGI Forward SALON Foundationals: On Explainability with Beatrice Fazi

MAR 2021 - SALON FOUNDATIONALS: "ON PARTICIPATION" WITH FEDERICO
BONELLI
The inspiration for this talk is a paper co-authored with Sabrina Sauer titled "Collective
improvisation as a means to responsibly govern serendipity in social innovation processes".
Federico Bonelli shared a short video documentary produced in the course of his
experience with Trasformatorio, a laboratory, artistic in scope, where he experimented ways
to create site-specific arts.

           NGI Forward SALON Foundationals: On Participation with Federico Bonelli

Our Recent Events

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3Zy4Hc1FHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RxB7KK2x8Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1wuQZGmFa0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMxdlmkLz6M


APRIL 2021 - FORWARD SALON FOUNDATIONALS: BLOCKCHAIN ECOLOGIES WITH
PRIMAVERA DE FILIPPI 
Primavera De Filippi addressed self-sovereign identity, the challenges it faces in order to
guarantee both unicity (no more than one user per identifier) and singularity (no more than
one identifier per user), the way in which these challenges have been addressed by Kiva and
WFP through the use of biometrics, and then open up to alternative mechanisms, such as
for instance the recently launched Proof-of-Humanity initiative, using web-of-trust and
decentralized verification systems to ensure singularity of identities.

           NGI Forward SALON Foundationals: Blockchain Ecologies with Primavera De Filippi

APRIL 2021 - FORWARD SALON INTERNET OF THINGS WITH ALICIA ASIN
The IoT industry is evolving in a radically different direction to the one predicted a decade
and a half ago. Libelium’s CEO, Alicia Asín, explains concepts such as the hyper
fragmentation of the market, the relevance of the hardware, the management of
obsolescence, the security versus the privacy, and what to expect from the IoT market after
Covid.

           NGI FORWARD SALON INTERNET OF THINGS with Alicia Asin

MAY 2021 - SELF SOVEREIGN IDENTITY, A PRE-NGI FORUM EVENT
The topics were online trust, based on Self-Sovereign Identity frameworks developed in NGI
projects, International interest in digital identity management and SSI is growing globally.-
Speakers were Irene Hernandez, Founder, and CEO of Gataca (ESSIF Lab subproject); Caspar
Roelofs, Founder of Gimly Blockchain Project (ESSIF Lab subproject); Michael Kubach, Team
Identity Management at Fraunhofer IAO, TRAIN (ESSIF Lab subproject); Gordana Halavanja,
Co-founder of Co-operating Systems (NGI Trust subproject); Jaya Klara Brekke, Founding
member of Magma Collective (NGI LEDGER project).

           PRE-NGI Forum event: Self-sovereign identity trust

Our Recent Events

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hMM6HrQPpYI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ky5TAqImZoA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzY9spKyKvM


MAY 2021 - SPOTLIGHT ON DARK PATTERNS
Co-hosted by NGI FORWARD and the German Research Institute for Public
Administration(FÖV) Dark Pattern Detection-Project (Dapde) funded by the German
Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection, and the Next Generation Internet initiative
(NGI) of the European Commission. How to limit the use of Dark Patterns? Speakers were
Peter Eberl, Deputy Head of Unit Cybersecurity and Digital Privacy, EU Commission; Aryant
Fernández, Senior Digital Policy Officer, The European Consumer Organisation (BEUC);
Cristiana Santos, Assistant Professor, Utrecht University; Christian Drews, Research Fellow,
DAPDE. Moderation by Quirin Weinzierl, Project Coordinator, DAPDE.

           NGI Forward Salon: Spotlight on Dark Patterns: What can the ePrivacy Regulation do?

JUNE 2021 - FORWARD SALON: LIGHTEST / TRUST INFRASTRUCTURE
Fraunhofer, SICPA, and Validated ID presented and demonstrated the results of their work
in LIGHTest and their NGI ESSIF Lab Projects.Speakers were Oskar van Deventer (TNO,
eSSIF-Lab coordinator); Heiko Roßnagel & Michael Kubach (Fraunhofer IAO), Michael
Kubach (Fraunhofer IAO), Victor Martinez Jurado (SICPA SA), Xavier Vila (Validated ID)Live
Demo: The European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) as an illustrative use case.

           NGI Forward Salon: LIGHTest/Trust Infrastructure

Our Recent Events

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAIUYA6_RlU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWnWdwkj1ZQ

